
 

 
 
 

 

RAFOC REMINISCENCES AND RAMBLINGS - WEEK 125 
26th AUGUST 2022 

 
GREETINGS: 
 

Here we go again... through the SA looking glass... Eish!  Misuzulu kaZwelithini crowned as Zulu 
king on Saturday... guestlist included former health minister Zweli Mkhize, Ace Magashule and Dudu 
Myeni... join the dots... National Shutdown became National Stayaway when the 2 Unions fell out 
before starting the march through Pretoria... wagon (Bus) burners at it again in Cape Town... 
Gumede and 21 co-accused in Court over Ethhekwini tender fraud... “Bossiesizwe” Mkwhebane 
wants all her staff to stand up for her and to be called “Madam”... “more than 59” Standard Bank 
staff involved in fraud collusion... Vanderbijlpark scrapyard raid yields biggest haul of stolen copper 
– 9 tons-destination China... R1,3 million scrap value, but R100 million to repair Telkom, Eskom and 
municipal infrastructure... Eskom loadshedding lurks in the shadows... Cyril’s VVIP SAAF Bizjet can’t 
fly due non-payment for flight database – SAA 340 chartered for R2,6 million for trip to Kinshasha... 
Foot and Mouth ravages the national herd... Botswana, Namibia, ban imports of SA tomatoes, 
beetroot, potatoes, peppers and cabbage... fake meat still on the menu... ANC's cadre deployment 
policy not unconstitutional or unlawful, according to Cyril – contradicting Zondo findings... PRASA 
starts long distance trains again – first to PE and next special charter for Comrades marathon... 
Free(ze) State: traffic disrupted as snow falls on N3 near Harrismith... Proteas annihilate England at 
Lords (but watch out)... Comrades this weekend – and more rugby... 
Day 180: How Putin’s crazy war reached deadlock... Ukraine braces for intensified attacks after 
Moscow car bomb killing... Daughter of Putin ally Alexander Dugin reportedly killed in car bomb... 
drone attacks bring conflict closer to Russian people... Kyiv mocks Moscow with parade of destroyed 
tanks... Gibraltar prepares for first auction of a Russian oligarch’s detained superyacht... Zimbabwe 
military in embarrassing outing at Russia’s military games... Fears over China’s access to genetic 
data of UK citizens... UK Barristers strike... UK “energy crisis hotspots” due rising bills... Labour 
surges as Tory fears grow over Truss’s tax cut agenda... “She’ll just come across as Boris without 
the charm”... Sunak accused of spouting 'dangerous rubbish... fear rules the Liverpool streets near 
Olivia Pratt-Korbel’s shooting...  A pensioner has become the oldest person to pass a GCSE exam 
at the age of 92... Royal family in the dark about Harry’s “tell-all” book... Ritz takes grouse off the 
menu in victory for the green activists... Man United beat jinx and Liverpool... 
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IN THE LAND DOWN UNDER: 
 

 
 

Royal Air Force Typhoon fighter jets and a Voyager Air-to-Air refuelling tanker have arrived in Australia to participate in 
a major training exercise. 
 

Hosted by the Royal Australian Air Force, Exercise Pitch Black will see up to a 100 aircraft and 
around 2500 personnel from 17 nations train together for three weeks. Held biennially, the large 
force employment exercise will be conducted primarily from RAAF bases Darwin and Tindal in the 
Northern Territory. During the exercise the RAF contingent will join European NATO Allies from 
France and Germany to exercise with RAAF aircraft and also aircraft from regional powers such as 
Japan, the Republic of Korea and Singapore. Wing Commander Noel Rees, Officer Commanding 6 
Squadron who led the Typhoons into Darwin said: “The relationship between the RAF and RAAF is 
a close and enduring one and we’re delighted to be invited to participate in what promises to be a 
very realistic and challenging exercise. The RAF Typhoons from 6 Squadron flew from RAF Akrotiri, 
Cyprus and were Air-to-Air refuelled en-route by a RAF Voyager tanker which also carried support 
aviators and equipment. The 8600 nautical mile journey, which included overnight stops in the United 
Arab Emirates, India and Singapore, was also supported by an Atlas transport aircraft.                                                                                                                          
Group Captain Peter Wood, RAAF Director Engagement said: “International participation in Exercise 
Pitch Black, from within the Indo-Pacific region and further abroad, provides all nations’ personnel 
with experience in working with aircraft, systems and work practices, in northern Australia’s unique 
environment that would otherwise be unfamiliar.” Throughout the exercise the Voyager will provide 
fuel to both the RAF Typhoons and fast jets from other participating nations. Voyager Detachment 
Commander, Squadron Leader Andy Brown said “Enabling the deployment of four Typhoons 
halfway around the world is a great example of the essential air mobility role Voyager delivers in the 
projection of RAF air power. The challenge of ensuring a smooth and safe global transit has proven 
excellent training which will continue once the exercise commences.” 

MACKSOLO: 
 

 

My name is Mack Rutherford, I am sixteen 
years old. I am flying solo around the world. 
I left Sofia (Bulgaria) on the 23rd of March 
and hope to break the current world record 
of youngest person to fly solo around the 
world – you can find live updates and 
tracking on the page below. I am flying a 
Shark. It is a high-performance ultralight 
aircraft manufactured in Europe. It is 
incredibly fast with cruising speed reaching 
300 km/h. 

The aircraft has been specially prepared for such a long journey. I will be transiting through 52 
countries and 5 continents. I’m currently in Greenland and on track to arrive back in Sofia at 12:30 
local time (09:30GMT) on the 24th August and you can follow me live on www.macksolo.com 
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WINGS OF FREEDOM: 
 

 
 

A great shot of the iconic Avro Lancaster of the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight on a recent fly-past, 
and a tribute to the 55 573 aircrew of Bomber Command who gave their lives for our freedom. The 
RAF’s last Lancaster continues to tell the stories of those young airmen who risked and gave their 
lives each night to preserve the freedom of their country – put simply, the ‘Lanc’ is a flying 
memorial. The sight and sound of the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight’s PA474 flying around the 
country will turn anyone’s head and can bring a tear to the eye of those with a personal connection 
as it brings back emotional memories of fallen comrades and family. (Sent in by Gordon Dyne) 
 
AMERICANS AT DUXFORD: 
 

       
 

Between 1943 and 1945, Duxford was home to the American 78th Fighter Group 

On 7 December 1941, Japan attacked the US naval base at Pearl Harbour, bringing the US into the 
Second World War. Throughout 1942, scores of new airfields were built in eastern and southern 
England to accommodate the incoming might of the United States Army Air Force (USAAF). The 
RAF also handed over some of its own bases to the Americans. By April 1943, it was the turn of 
RAF Duxford, which become Station 357 of the US 8th Air Force. Duxford would become home to 
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the 82nd, 83rd and 84th Fighter Squadrons of the 78th Fighter Group. The steam-heated brick 
buildings at Duxford made for a much more comfortable experience than the hastily constructed tin 
huts at other airfields. American airmen were so impressed that they dubbed the base ...’the Country 
Club of the European Theatre of Operations’.  
With the arrival of the Americans, the full-throated roar of the Spitfire was replaced with the rumble 
of the P-47 Thunderbolt and, from December 1944, the high-pitched whistle of the P-51 Mustang. 
These fighters accompanied American bombers on dangerous daylight raids over occupied Europe 
and Germany. Their job was to engage enemy fighters and attack ground targets. James Peterson, 
a pilot with the 78th Fighter Group, remembers the experience of taking part in a daylight raid: ‘I 
remember one specific situation where I saw this B17 (bomber) spiralling down… I just kept saying 
to myself… get out, get out, get out… I never saw anyone get out.’ 
During 1943 and 1944, the Americans helped to destroy much of Germany’s fighter strength. This 
was a key part of the preparations for an Allied invasion of north-west Europe. 
When dawn came on the day of the invasion, 6 June 1944, P47 Thunderbolts from Duxford flew 
missions in support of the Allied invasion force. They attacked railway marshalling yards, trains and 
German military columns to prevent reinforcements from reaching the front lines. 
Meanwhile, ground crews at Duxford were on a 24-hour shift, repairing, refuelling and rearming 
aircraft as they came back in from their missions. On the 10 June the 78th Fighter Group suffered 
one of its darkest days, losing 10 aircraft. As the Allies pressed inland over the coming months, the 
group continued to provide air support, earning two Distinguished Unit Citations. The first was for a 
flak suppression mission in September 1944. The second was for the destruction of 135 enemy 
aircraft on airfields in eastern Germany in April 1945. But such success came at a cost. By the time 
the war came to an end in August 1945, a total of 113 US pilots had lost their lives flying from 
Duxford. In December 1945, four months after the war in Europe came to an end, the USAAF handed 
Duxford back to the RAF. (IWM Website, sent in by Gordon Dyne) 
 
GOING FOR GOLD AND GETTING IT! 
 

  
Air Specialist (Class 1) Luke Pollard triumphed at the Commonwealth Games 2022 with a gold medal, as Para-
Triathlon guide for Dave Ellis. 

 

Shining through the Birmingham drizzle, Luke described the win as, ‘one of the proudest moments 
of his life.’ This makes a spectacular return following disaster at the Tokyo Paralympic 2020 Games, 
when a broken bike chain forced the pair to pull out of the race. Luke’s sporting career draws upon 
skills also seen as part of military life, such as giving Dave visual support that is vital to ensure they 
successfully cross the finish line. Likewise, the RAF provides essential support to the UK and 
oversee territories for air, land, and space defence. The Commonwealth Games gave RAF aviators 
the opportunity to showcase their talent and commitment to sports away from their military roles, in 
the hope to inspire others to join their local stations sports clubs. Luke has also represented the RAF 
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in Inter-Service competitions and has been supported by the RAF through the Elite Athlete 
Programme, which allows aviators to participate in sports while serving. “The bonus of representing 
not only the RAF but the whole Armed Forces. We wanted to give it everything, leave nothing left in 
the tank and showcase what this sport is all about. The support I've been given over my whole career 
really has just been unbelievable and I'm really glad we're able to get the result to give back to 
showcase the support”.  Luke Pollard, RAF Supplier and Para-Triathlete. Well done, those men! 

THE RAF AND THE CHASE FOR DIVERSITY: 
 

Are our noble attempts to make the armed services more progressive going too far, do you think? I 
suspected they were when I read the comments of Air Vice-Marshal Maria Byford of the RAF last 
week. Outrage had been occasioned when an unnamed group captain resigned because, she 
alleged, the RAF was “pausing” recruitment to meet unrealistic diversity targets. The RAF responded 
to this accusation at first by doing that very fashionable thing: ‘lying.’ It said there had been no pause 
in recruitment. A little later, Byford confirmed that recruitment had been paused for precisely the 
reason stated and that she stood by the force’s striving towards the sunlit uplands of absolute 
equality in everything ever. That was when I had my doubts about the progressive thing. That was 
when I wondered whether, all things considered, it wouldn’t be better if all air vice-marshals were 
65-year-old white men with handlebar moustaches, habituated to referring to aircraft as “cabbage 
crates” and in possession of a faithful dog with a name some might consider a little de trop. Just like 
in the old days. I wondered too if Maria had dropped Vladimir Putin a line. “Would you hold off on 
the aerial aggression while we get our diversity targets up to scratch, please?” I’m sure he’d 
understand. More and more often these days, general astonishment begets astonishment in me at 
the original astonishment. Interviewed on television, the former health secretary Sajid Javid 
appeared shocked and appalled by this pause in recruitment, saying it was “complete nonsense” 
that the RAF should be recruiting people according to their race rather than their abilities. Sajid, 
Sajid. You were a government minister for eight years. Are you seriously expecting us to believe you 
had no idea positive discrimination was taking place in every single government department, in the 
civil service, in the armed forces, in the police, in the health service? When you were health 
secretary, were you not aware of the extravagantly remunerated “diversity tsars” imposed on each 
health authority? What do you think they were doing — playing Scrabble? If you thought it a complete 
nonsense then, Sajid, you were empowered to do something about it, weren’t you? By dint of your 
office. If you couldn’t do anything about it, then who the hell can? But Javid’s response was all too 
typical of this administration: the feigned shock, the widened eyes, the “Knock me dahn wiv a fevver, 
guv, I had absolutely no idea”. No responsibility taken. Positive discrimination — an oxymoron if the 
word “discrimination” is used in its modern sense as something that is always horrid — invariably 
involves quotas. And if the quotas are not being filled, it involves pausing recruitment. It cannot be 
otherwise, if you are to do as this government seemingly wants. And, of course, it is racist, in a well-
meaning-racist sort of way rather than a Ku-Klux-Klan sort of way. It is racist first to those white male 
candidates who are denied the job they want — and possibly deserve, given their experience or 
talents — solely because of the colour of their skin or their sex. But it is also racist to those who are 
chosen in their place. It must be odious for a talented black pilot to have lurking at the back of his or 
her mind the notion that the job was awarded on the basis of race. Equally odious for a job to be 
given to some poor sap who cannot do it terribly well but ticks all the other boxes, as they say. The 
pointless boxes — the ones that really should have no weight or import. I know it sounds as if I am 
stating the bleedin’ obvious, but positive discrimination always involves choosing or rejecting 
someone on the basis of things that should have no bearing whatsoever. It is always racist. 
But it is not only racist — it also breeds resentment and lowers standards. What begins as a decent, 
if deluded, wish for a workforce that perfectly replicates the country’s demographic make-up can end 
with Asian children being denied places at selective schools so that more black kids can get in — 
as has happened in New York. The RAF’s target for ethnic minority recruitment is 20 per cent, almost 
double the proportion for the country as a whole. A tall order. I only hope that when Ivan arrives in 
his MiG, he bears in mind the enormous lengths to which we are going to make the world a fairer 
place and, instead of shooting down our jets, smiles, waves a rainbow flag and returns to Russia full 
of hope and love. Rod Liddle in Sunday Times 21st August, 2022 
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ANYBODY REMEMBER THIS PLACE?  AND THE DATE? 
  

 
                         
AG, PLEEZE DADDY, WONT YOU TAKE US DOWN TO DURBAN.. 
  
Its only eight hours in the Chevrolet ... There’s spans of sea and sand and sun, and fish in the 
aquarium, That’s a lekker place for a holiday! 
                                                                                                                                                                                                       

 
 
Fuel prices have risen dramatically in South Africa since the start of the year, with petrol 95 reaching 
a record high of R26.00 per litre in July. 
Following a small reduction this month, inland motorists are still paying R25.42 for every litre of 
petrol, a 25% jump in less than a year from when fuel surpassed R20 for the first time in December 
2021. This means that now more than ever, fuel prices are one of the biggest costs to consider when 
planning a road trip. TopAuto looked to see how much it would currently cost to make the drive from 
Johannesburg to Durban based on the country’s current fuel prices. The most common route 
between Joburg and Durban is the N3 highway, which is approximately 570km long. Using Sandton 
as our starting point, the journey will take just over six hours and a total of 591km before reaching 
our destination at Durban’s beachfront promenade. 
To calculate fuel consumption, we used a Toyota Urban Cruiser as it is currently one of the best-
selling crossovers in South Africa and should provide a good benchmark for a small family car. The 
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mini-SUV’s 1.5-litre engine produces 77kW and 138Nm and is available in both manual and 
automatic specifications with a combined fuel cycle listing of 6.2l/100km. 
This means that, for our journey, we will use roughly 36.6 litres of petrol, which at R25.42 per litre of 
petrol 95, works out to a fuel spending of R930.37. However, there are other road-going costs 
involved, including the various toll gates found along the N3. There are five toll gates on the 
Johannesburg-Durban route along the N3, and this is what the current tariff rates are, according to 
the website: 
Mooi – R58 
Wilge – R77 
Tugela – R82 
De Hoek – R56 
Marianhill – R13.50 
The sum total of these toll gates amounts to R286.50, with Gauteng’s e-tolls adding another R13.68. 
Totaling everything up means that, as of August 2022, it costs at least R1,230.55 to make a one-
way trip between Johannesburg and Durban using a Toyota Urban Cruiser. For a return trip, the 
result is that South African motorists can now expect to R2,461.10 when making the journey to and 
from the coast to the big city. 
 
CITY CLOSES SOME BEACHES DUE HIGH E-COLI LEVEL: 
 

But not much point in going to Durban if you want to swim in that sea: daar’s ‘n drol in die seewater: 
“The public is informed that the City has taken the decision to close some beaches with immediate 
effect due to high levels of E-coli in the water. This decision is as a consequence of recent water 
testing results which confirmed high levels of E-coli. All water activities such as swimming, surfing, 
fishing, bathing, canoeing, and other activities taking place at City beaches are therefore prohibited. 
Beachgoers are urged to heed this warning as disregarding it could result in outbreaks of waterborne 
diseases. Closed beaches include Westbrook, uMhlanga Main, uMdloti, Casuarina, eThekwini 
Beach, Laguna Seasonal Beach, Ansteys Beach, Brighton Beach, Isiphingo Beach, Reunion Beach, 
Warner Beach, Amanzimtoti Main Beach, and Pipeline Beach. Residents can still enjoy other 
activities along the beach that do not require them to come into contact with sea water. Lifeguards 
and law enforcement officers will be on site to monitor the beaches to ensure the public adheres to 
the closures. The public will be notified when the beaches are deemed safe to utilise”. Issued by the 
eThekwini Municipality’s Communications Unit. For media enquiries contact Municipality’s Spokesperson Msawakhe 
Mayisela on 060 966 4220 
 
CHEERS FOR TODAY: 
 

The days are getting steadily longer and despite the cold snap the early of Spring evidence is to be 
seen in the new leaves blushing green on the trees, the wisteria and blossoms of all sorts... waiting 
for the Syringa trees to blossom… but there’s still likely to be some cold ahead…  
Our next lunch to brighten the bleak outlook will be the Battle of Britain Ladies Lunch at the 
Wanderers on Friday 9th September 12h30 for 13h00... As normal, limited wine will be available on 
the table. Price remains R250 per head and we request you to pay by EFT to our account - Nedbank 
- Melrose Arch - Br: 19 66 05 - Account 19 66 278 063. Use your name and “Battle of Britain” as 
reference, please... Please also note that we are committed to pay for the number of meals booked. 
Look forward to seeing as many as possible... Remember, there will be a Fly-past at 13h00 so don’t 
be late... 
And so... longer days, beautiful sunsets to enjoy, together with this edition of Ramblings... and the 
heartwarming piece on Bill Payn, one of the redoubtable “Old Comrades” and a legendary South 
African sportsman... 
 
TAILPIECE: 
 

I tried to start my day without coffee – once... my court date is pending... 
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A Genie granted me one wish, so I said “I just want to be happy… Now I’m living in a cottage 
with six dwarves and working in a mine... 
 
So I tried to warn my mate about the dangers of Russian roulette, but it went in one ear and out the 
other... 
 
My lawyer just called: 
A lawyer representing a wealthy art collector called him and said, “Don, I have some good news and 
some bad news” The art collector replied “I’ve had an awful day – let’s hear the good news first” The 
lawyer said “well, I met with your wife today and she informed me that she invested 1500 dollars in 
two pictures she thinks will bring a minimum of 15 to 20 million dollars - And I think she could be 
right...” Don replied enthusiastically “Well Done! My wife is a brilliant businesswoman! You’ve just 
made my day! Now I know I can handle the bad news...” The lawyer replied “The pictures are of you 
and your secretary. 
 
Down Texas Way:  
A cowboy rode into town and stopped at a saloon for a drink. Unfortunately, the locals always had a 
habit of picking on strangers, which he was. When he finished his drink, he found his horse had 
been stolen. He went back into the bar, handily flipped his gun into the air, caught it above his head 
without even looking and fired a shot into the ceiling. "Which one of you sidewinders stole my 
horse?!" he yelled with surprising forcefulness. No one answered. "Alright, I'm gonna have another 
beer, and if my horse ain't back outside by the time I finish, I'm gonna do what I dun in Texas! And I 
don't like to have to do what I dun in Texas!" Some of the locals shifted restlessly. The man, true to 
his word, had another beer, walked outside, and his horse has been returned to the post. He saddled 
up and started to ride out of town. The bartender wandered out of the bar and asked, "Say partner, 
before you go... what happened in Texas?" The cowboy turned back and said, "I had to walk home." 
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BILL PAYN – SPRINGBOK OF NOTE: 
 

  
    Bill Payn                                          ...and one of the famous boots 
 
The running shoe industry spends millions each year developing the most scientifically up-to-date 
footwear to propel runners as efficiently as possible, and each year when the Comrades army 
gathers in its featherweight takkies, it reminds me of the Springbok player who ran the 1922 race in 
his grubby rugby boots. 
Bill Payn, an absolute legend of South African sport, was cajoled into running the race on the eve of 
the event, after having enjoyed some stiff drinks with his mate Arthur Newton who went on to win 
the “up” race. Payn lined up at the start in his rugby boots because he thought they would provide a 
tactical advantage over takkies on the gravel roads of that time, and he needed all the help he could 
get! 
At Hillcrest, as his hangover kicked in, Payn stopped to have bacon and eggs, and later on enjoyed 
some chicken curry provided by a supporting friend. At Drummond, the halfway mark, he celebrated 
the milestone by having a pint of beer with a fellow runner. The beers tasted good, but while his 
drinking partner chose more amber nectar instead of the 40-odd more kilometres to the (then) Natal 
capital, Payn kicked on. 
Somewhere along Harrison Flats, Payn was struggling when a wandering saviour materialised out 
of the blue and offered him a magic potion disguised as peach brandy. In Payn’s own words: “I 
gulped down a tumbler of this brew and realised that I had swallowed a near-lethal dose of raw 
alcohol. I am convinced that to this fragile little woman with flushed pink cheeks must go full credit 
for inventing the first liquid fuel for jet engines, and I was propelled to the finish.” 
After this rejuvenating refreshment, Payne moved up to fifth place, but outside of Pietermaritzburg 
he spotted his wife’s family enjoying tea and cake on the veranda of a home. He thought it would be 
rude not to stop for a cuppa... 
Payn eventually finished the 90km in 10:56:00, and in eighth place 
The story does not end there. In Maritzburg, a friend reminded Payn that he was due to play a club 
rugby match in Durban the next day and offered him a lift back to Durban on the back of his 
motorcycle. Off they went, and Payn duly played for his club, but in takkies because his feet were 
masses of blood blisters. 
(Dare we mention that today’s rugby players are pampered pros... !) 
 
A lesser known but just as compelling a story of this incredible South African is his organisation of 
an unofficial “Test” series between the “Springboks” and the “All Blacks” while a prisoner of war in 
Poland during World War 2. And so you thought the series between the New Zealand Cavaliers and 
the Boks in 1986 was the first unofficial series between the two countries? 
Seriously, though, Payn had played two Tests on the flank for the Boks against Britain in a home 
series in 1924, with the Boks victorious in those matches. The Maritzburg College old boy did not 
play again for the Boks, but was a mainstay of Natal teams. 
At the age of 46, he volunteered for service in the British army when World War II broke out in 1939. 
He was among tens of thousands of allied soldiers taken prisoner by the Germans in North Africa 
and was a prisoner of war in Stalag XX-A in German-occupied Poland. 
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There were also hundreds of New Zealanders in that camp, and with the brilliant Springbok series 
win over the All Blacks in New Zealand in 1937 still fresh in the minds of South Africans and Kiwis, 
Payn asked the camp commandant if a rugby match could be played between POWS of the two 
countries. 
His wish was granted and the international Red Cross flew in a rugby ball from England. Great care 
was put into the build-up to the match. Let’s face it... the prisoners had time on their hands. 
The South Africans went to painstaking lengths to achieve their green and gold colours — they 
boiled their white red cross vests together with olive Russian uniforms to obtain green, while for the 
gold they ingeniously boiled up a solution of anti-malaria tablets. 
Payn had two very able assistant coaches in Peter Pienaar, who was the son of Theo Pienaar, the 
1921 Springbok captain in the very first series against New Zealand; and Billy Millar Jnr, whose 
father had captained the Boks on their unbeaten tour of Britain in 1912/13. 
The field was marked off on the parade ground with yellow clay. Incidentally, the teams played 
barefoot in the Polish winter because the Germans decided that army boots were too lethal. Strange 
that they cared? 
The result of the game has been lost in the mists of time, but what we do know is that one of the 
South African players was a certain Okey Geffin, who went on to become a famous Springbok. 
On a sombre note, the Germans were unaware that Geffin was Jewish. Had they known, his future 
might have taken a tragic turn. 
Payn spent many hours with Geffin, coaching him on goal kicking, and history records that in 1949, 
four years after the end of World War II, Geffin kicked the Boks to a 4-0 whitewash of the touring All 
Blacks. 
As for Payn, he returned to Durban after the war and continued his teaching career at Durban High 
School. He taught there for 40 years; it would have been longer had he not fought in World War I 
(1914-1918) and World War II (1939-1945). 
Interestingly, English teacher Payn’s great passion was etymology (the study of the origin of words) 
and he was a much-sought-after public speaker on the subject. 
Payn died suddenly in 1959 in a trolley car accident (Durban had a public tram transport system 
back then), aged 66, and it was speculated that this had been after an evening of frivolity. Payn 
would have loved the humour of his death being ascribed to him being “off his trolley!” 
Typical of this wonderful character, he had made a significant provision in his will for free beer for 
his mates at his wake. And what a wake it was, by reports. There were not only all his old army 
comrades, but legions of sporting pals — he had not only played rugby and cricket for Natal, but 
also represented his province in boxing, athletics and baseball. 
 
Postscript 1 
Bill Payn was much loved for his sense of humour, as illustrated by a wonderful anecdote about the 
unusual measures he took when his cricket team was suffering poor form in Durban’s premier 
league. They were particularly bad with the bat, prompting Captain Payn to place an advertisement 
in the Natal Mercury, which read: 
“Join Stamford Hill and bat twice on a Saturday afternoon”. 
 
Postscript 2 
Bill’s strength of character was such that he looked on prison life under the Germans as a challenge, 
refusing to be restricted, and to quote him: 
“Life is always life if one can laugh and captivity is what your heart makes of it.” 
A great leader of men, Bill saw his imprisonment as an opportunity to be of service to his fellow 
prisoners. 
He was in great demand as a speaker, with a range of subjects stretching from discussing the 
complete works of Shakespeare, a set of which he had with him in camp, to his talk on whales and 
their habits, which was also a great favourite. He continued to teach, conducting classes for 
prisoners who were taking correspondence courses. 
And then, of course, there was his organisation of cricket and rugby matches, though maybe his 
toughest achievement was teaching other Allied nations the art of jukskei! 


